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Recent advances in technologies such as nanomanufacturing and nanorobotics have opened new pathways
for the design of active nanoparticles (NPs) capable of penetrating biolayers for biomedical applications, e.g.,
for drug delivery. The coupling and feedback between active NP motility (with large stochastic increments
relative to passive NPs) and the induced nonequilibrium deformation and relaxation responses of the polymer
network, spanning scales from the NP to the local structure of the network, remain to be clarified. Using
molecular dynamics simulations, combined with a Rouse mode analysis of network chains and position and
velocity autocorrelation functions of the NPs, we demonstrate that the mobility of active NPs within cross-linked,
concentrated polymer networks is a monotonically increasing function of chain stiffness, contrary to passive
NPs, for which chain stiffness suppresses mobility. In flexible networks, active NPs exhibit a behavior similar to
passive NPs, with a boost in mobility proportional to the self-propulsion force. These results are suggestive of
design strategies for active NP penetration of stiff biopolymer matrices.
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I. INTRODUCTION22

Biological gels such as mucus that coats various human23

organs have the remarkable ability to selectively reject versus24

allow transport of specific molecules, proteins, or pathogens25

[1–4]. Targeted delivery of inhaled or ingested therapeutic26

drug-carrier particles must account for the mucus barriers27

in order to control the uptake by specific cells, tumors, or28

vasculature [5–7]. One approach is to design the surface29

chemistry of drug-carrier nanoparticles (NPs) so that they30

penetrate gel barriers with controlled passage times [8–11].31

Chemically neutral NPs in mucus gels transport by passive32

diffusion with mobility properties dependent on NP size rel-33

ative to the free volume fraction and pore size distribution of34

the polymer network. Nanoparticle diffusion is governed by35

viscous drag for sufficiently small NPs relative to the pore36

size, steric interactions for NPs commensurate with the mean37

pore size, and entropic fluctuations of the polymer network38

for NPs much larger than the pores. In the latter two cases,39

NP diffusion is strongly influenced if there are attractive or40

repulsive interactions between the NP surface chemistry and41

the polymers. For large NPs, the existence of a “shell” of42

modified polymers surrounding the NP led to the methods43

of two-bead microrheology, where cross correlations of two44

nearby beads allow one to extract the equilibrium network45

properties and filter out the modified signals of individual46

beads [12]. More inspiration for active NPs in polymers comes47

from molecular motors fueled by ATP that stochastically walk48

along microtubules to transport cargo [13,14] and by small49

proteins that transiently cross-link genes and that extrude50

*xzcao@xmu.edu.cn

loops on chromosomal DNA to densely confine the genome 51

and create gene clusters to perform cellular functions such as 52

homology searches [15,16]. Progress in nanotechnology has 53

also stimulated synthesis of active NPs [17,18] for a broad 54

range of applications at the length scales that biopolymer 55

chains perform biological functions. 56

Here we consider an alternative scenario in which active 57

nonequilibrium forces between the NP and polymer network 58

drive NP transport, a stochastic variation on active magnetic 59

microbead rheology. In active microbead rheology, an atomic 60

force microscope tip imposes a force direction and amplitude 61

on the microbead [19,20]. Active NPs consume fuel in the 62

system (via either chemical reactions [21–23], light-induced 63

temperature gradients [24,25], or strong repulsive interac- 64

tions with the polymer network [26]) and convert that energy 65

into locally ballistic increments an order of magnitude larger 66

than increments due to thermal fluctuations of the surround- 67

ing polymers. Such strong NP-polymer activity amplifies an 68

otherwise equilibrium NP increment process that underlies 69

passive microrheology (for micron-scale NPs) or nanorhe- 70

ology (for nanometer-scale NPs). This strong NP-polymer 71

activity creates a stochastic analog of active microrheology 72

or nanorheology. With each NP increment, the surrounding 73

polymer network is driven out of equilibrium and the nonlin- 74

ear response of the network imparts a direction to the force 75

which again is amplified by NP fuel consumption. Were the 76

network a simple viscous fluid, this NP behavior would simply 77

reduce to Brownian motion with an amplified temperature 78

[27]; in that case, all NP transport statistics are known and 79

the medium itself never stores any stress, so all increments 80

are uncorrelated. However, in a polymer network, the nonlin- 81

ear viscous and elastic response of the network couples with 82

the amplified deformation and stress generated by the NP in 83
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every stochastic increment. Below we model this stochastic84

analog of active NP rheology to explore the mobilities of NPs85

with diameters equal to three monomers, comparable to the86

averaged pore size of the cross-linked concentrated polymer87

network, for polymer networks that are relatively stiff and88

gel-like. We show how the stiffness of the polymer network89

strongly affects the diffusive scaling of active stochastic NPs,90

which turn increasingly superdiffusive above an active force91

threshold, reducing the NP passage times through the network92

[28].93

II. MODEL AND METHODS94

A. Simulation model of polymer chains and NPs95

In the simulations, a polymer chain is composed of96

Lennard-Jones (LJ) spheres representing Kuhn monomers that97

are connected by anharmonic springs governed by a finitely98

extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential [29], defined as99

UFENE(r) = −0.5κR2
0 ln

[
1 −

(
r

R0

)2]

+ 4ε0

[(
σm

r

)12

−
(

σm

r

)6]
+ ε0, r < R0,(1)

where κ = 30ε0/σ
2
m is the spring constant, ε0 is the energy100

unit, and R0 = 1.5σm is the maximum pair length of bonded101

neighboring monomers to prohibit a break of polymer chains.102

By adopting the FENE bond potential, the averaged bond103

length is set to 〈lbond〉 = 0.97σ0, where σ0 is the length unit of104

the modeling system. The monomer diameter is σM/σ0 = 1105

and NPs are larger with σNP/σ0 = 3. Note that the NP di-106

ameter is chosen to be larger than one monomer length and107

comparable to the mesh size of the studied polymer network108

as described below. Energies are expressed in units of kT , with109

the Boltzmann constant k = 1, and the temperature is fixed110

at T/T0 = 1, with T0 being the temperature unit. Interparticle111

pair interactions are LJ potentials, truncated at their minima112

rc = 1.12σi j to approximate an implicit athermal solvent [30].113

The monomer-monomer, NP-monomer, and NP-NP interac-114

tions are modeled as truncated and shifted LJ potentials115

ULJ(r) = 4ε0

[(σi j

r

)12
−

(σi j

r

)6
−

(σi j

rc

)12

+
(σi j

rc

)6]
, r < rc, (2)

where σi j = σ0, σi j = σM + σNP, and σi j = σNP stand for the116

mean size of two particles (ith and jth) involved in the117

monomer-monomer, NP-NP, and NP-monomer pair interac-118

tions, respectively. The parameter rc = 21/6σi j is the cutoff119

distance. It is easily verified that with this cutoff implemented,120

the attractive contribution to this potential is eliminated, i.e.,121

ULJ(r) = 0 when r > rc. The stiffness of polymer chains is122

governed by defining the bending potential between every two123

neighboring bonds124

Ubend(θ ) = εb(θ − π )2, (3)

where θ is the angle between the two bonds. A larger bending125

potential coefficient εb corresponds to stiffer polymers. Via126

computing the bond-bond correlation function, it is confirmed127

in our simulations that the persistence length lp is linearly 128

proportional to εb, when εb/kT > 2, for the adopted chain 129

model. In addition, lp = 2σ0, 4σ0, and 8σ0 when εb/kT = 2, 130

4, and 8, respectively. 131

The equation of motion for the displacement of a passive 132

monomer with index i is given by the Langevin equation 133

[31,32] 134

mi
d2ri

dt2
= −∇Ui − ζ

dri

dt
+ Fi, (4)

where mi = m0 for monomers, ri is the position of the ith 135

monomer, and Ui is the total conservative potential energy 136

acting on the ith monomer. The quantity Fi is a random exter- 137

nal force without drift and a second moment proportional to 138

the temperature and the friction constant ζ . For the active NP, 139

there is an additional force pointing into the current direction 140

of its velocity vector, 141

mNP
d2rNP

dt2
= −∇UNP − ζ

drNP

dt
+ FNP + fspev (t ), (5)

where ev (t ) is the unit vector of the active NP’s instantaneous 142

velocity at time t , and fsp gives the value of self-propelling 143

force. In our simulations, the temperature is fixed at T = 1, a 144

time step �t = 0.005τ0, and the friction coefficient ζ = τ−1
0 145

is implemented. Note that hydrodynamic interactions are not 146

considered in the present study. The masses of the parti- 147

cles are set to mM/m0 = 1 (monomers) and mNP/m0 = 27 148

(nanoparticle), with m0 the mass unit. The temperature is then 149

normalized to that energy unit using a Boltzmann constant 150

kB = 1 with the temperature unit T0 = ε0/kB. The time unit 151

is given by τ0 = σ0(m0/ε0)1/2. The force unit is given by 152

f0 = ε0/σ0 and all forces given in the paper are multiples of 153

this unit. 154

B. Network creation and NP activation 155

All simulations start from a phase in which polymer chains 156

are distributed homogeneously in a cubic box with periodic 157

boundary conditions in all directions and the initial bulk 158

number density of monomers is nm = Nm/V = 0.051, where 159

V and Nm are the system volume and the total number of 160

monomers included in the system, respectively. The molecular 161

weights of polymer chains are fixed at N = 512, with the 162

corresponding critical number density of monomers cross- 163

ing over from the dilute to the semidilute regime being at 164

n∗
m = 3

4πN0.5 ≈ 0.010. Individual polymer chain coils are in- 165

terpenetrated into each other in the semidilute regime. To 166

form a regular network, each chain contains 32 cross-linking 167

monomers regularly distributed along the chain, i.e., one 168

cross-linking monomer per subchain of contour length lcr
sub = 169

512
32 = 16. These cross-linking monomers serve as binding 170

sites to create permanent intrachain or interchain cross-links 171

(CLs). This approach leads to networks with pore sizes that 1172

are sufficiently large to grant passage of the NPs. A NP is 173

initially planted and frozen at the center of the simulation box. 174

A dynamical monitoring of CLs is performed continuously 175

and automatically as the simulation time evolves, with every 176

potential binding site in polymer chains being capable of par- 177

ticipating in just one CL. The number of CLs NCL converges to 178

a plateau value when the cross-linking process is completed, 179

002500-2
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FIG. 1. Modeled system of NPs in a polymer network, with a
large red particle, dark blue particles, and light green particles rep-
resenting the NP, permanent CLs, and non-cross-linked monomers,
respectively. In addition, a single polymer chain is colored in dark
olive in order to display the configuration taken by individual poly-
mer chains. All components are shown in the left panel, while
the non-cross-linked monomers are transparent in the right panel.
Here the bending energy between neighboring bonds, governing the
stiffness of polymer chains, is at εb/kT = 8 and the bulk number
densities of monomers and permanent CLs are given by nm = 0.80
and nCL = 0.026, respectively.

i.e., close to all binding sites have reacted. We then halt the180

cross-linking kinetics and compress the simulation box size181

to obtain a concentrated polymer phase with homogeneous182

densities of monomers and CLs as shown in Fig. 1.183

In simulations, each system is relaxed by a simulation run184

of the order of 103τsub, where τsub ∼ lcr2
sub is the configurational185

relaxation time of polymer subchains with contour length lcr
sub,186

i.e., the length of polymer strands between neighboring cross-187

links. The τsub value, defining the time for the system to reach188

equilibrium, is determined from calculating the stress relax-189

ation modulus G(t ) of an un-cross-linked polymer melt at the190

same concentration nm = 0.80. Subsequently, a much longer191

run (of the order of 106τsub) of data acquisition is performed,192

during which a trajectory of thousands of conformations is193

stored for the data analysis of the statistical properties of the194

active NP and the viscoelastic behavior induced by the active195

NP on the polymer networks. Starting from the equilibrium196

condition obtained above, we activate the NP and introduce197

a self-propelling force acting along its velocity (or last incre-198

ment) vector, as defined by Eq. (5). In a set of simulations199

we study the variations in NP mobility due to polymer chain200

stiffness and as a function of the amplitude of the NP’s self-201

propelling force.202

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION203

A. Enhanced motion of active NPs204

It is well known that the motion of a NP, immersed in a205

polymer melt or a concentrated polymer network, is coupled206

to the dynamic structural relaxation of surrounding polymer207

subchains [33–35]. A necessary condition for the NP to pass208

through the permanent network is that the subchain contour209

length between neighboring cross-links, lcr
sub, exceeds the di-210

ameter of the NP, σNP. The critical timescale τ cr
re for a passive211

NP to escape from being trapped by polymer chains is of212

the same order of magnitude as the relaxation time τsub of213

subchains with end-to-end distance equal to the NP diameter.214

In addition to the permanent cross-links, individual polymer215

strands among cross-links may impose topological obstacles216

on each other, e.g. entanglements [36]. The presence of entan- 217

glements delays the structural relaxation of polymer chains 218

on length scales above the entanglement length lent, which is 219

defined as the averaged contour length of polymer subchains 220

between neighboring entanglements. Note that the number of 221

entanglements increases and thus the corresponding entangle- 222

ment length lent decreases with increasing persistence length 223

(stiffness) of polymer chains [37], which possibly results in 224

the smaller size of entanglement length compared to the NP 225

diameter, as confirmed below by performing Rouse mode 226

analysis to detect the relaxation spectrum of polymer net- 227

works at εb/kT = 4 and 8. Therefore, increasing the stiffness 228

of polymer chains has a scenario of effectively immobilizing 229

the passive NP due to chain entanglements when lent < σNP < 230

lcr
sub, though the separations between permanent cross-links are 231

large enough for the NP to escape. Figure 2(a) shows such 232

an example in which the trajectories of a passive NP inside a 233

stiff polymer network remain confined within a small volume 234

of the same order as the NP size. In such a situation, an 235

active force is required for the NP to escape confinement. 236

Furthermore, the corresponding self-propelling force fsp of 237

the active NP has to exceed the trapping force ftrap induced 238

by the surrounding polymer segments in order to overcome 239

the stiff network barrier constraint. 240

When a self-propelling force acts on the NP, as shown 241

in Fig. 2(b), the position increments exhibit stochastic fluc- 242

tuations, superimposed on a persistent ballistic motion over 243

distances larger than the NP diameter. This allows the NP to 244

overcome the trapping barrier induced by the stiff polymer 245

chains on the same timescales. On longer timescales, the 246

position increments of the self-propelling NP reveal a zigzag 247

pattern, reflecting the elastic feedback induced by every incre- 248

ment as the stiff polymer network is driven out of equilibrium 249

by the active NP, after which the stored elastic stress pushes 250

back in the direction opposite to the last increment. Thus 251

one observes a correlation in the increments, similar to the 252

mechanisms behind passive microbead rheology in polymer 253

networks and solutions, but now with larger increments due 254

to both the strong NP propulsion force and the stiff elastic 255

response of the network. Note further that the amplitudes 256

of the NP increments diminish as the network stiffness is 257

weakened, as visible when comparing Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). The 258

self-propelling NP covers longer distances in the stiff polymer 259

network over the same time interval. 260

To quantify the NP mobility, the averaged mean square 261

displacement (MSD) of a self-propelled NP in a stiff polymer 262

network with varying self-propelling forces, 263

g(t ) = 〈[r(t + t0) − r(t0)]2〉, (6)

is computed and presented in Fig. 3(a). With constant stiffness 264

of polymer chains and varying propulsion force fsp, the NP 265

ballistic regime [defined by the short-term superdiffusive scal- 266

ing g(t ) ∼ tγ with γ ≈ 2] persists over longer lag times before 267

crossing over into the subdiffusive regime [g(t ) ∼ tγ with 268

γ < 1]. The MSD g(t ) versus fsp plot confirms that the self- 269

propelling force has to exceed a critical value, the trapping 270

force, in order to “unlock” a trapped NP on those timescales 271

in a stiff polymer network: There is almost no propagation 272

(γ ≈ 0) in the subdiffusive regime, at which (γ ≈ 0) and 273

g(t ) ≈ σ 2
0 for lag times of t < tNP

rel , when fsp/ f0 � 40. Note 274

002500-3
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FIG. 2. Examples of NP trajectories within identical time intervals. (a) Passive NP inside a stiff polymer network with a constant bending
energy between neighboring bonds of εb/kT = 8. (b) Self-propelled NP inside a stiff polymer network with fsp/ f0 = 100 and εb/kT = 8.
Note the different scales of the axes and the considerably longer position increments of the NP. (c) Self-propelled NP inside a flexible polymer
network with driving force fsp/ f0 = 100 and bending energy constant εb/kT = 1. The monomer density nm = 0.80 and the CL density nCL =
0.026.

that tNP
rel ≈ 104τ0 is related to the structural relaxation time of275

polymer subchains of size comparable to the NP diameter.276

With large driving forces fsp/ f0 � 50, the crossover of the277

NP motion from subdiffusion with γ < 1 to linear diffusion278

with γ = 1 occurs at a lag time shorter than tNP
rel , indicating279

that the NP has already pushed through the barrier before the280

structural relaxation of the polymer subchains has occurred.281

Therefore, there exists a threshold of the self-propelling force,282

specifically between fsp/ f0 = 40 and 50 at chain stiffness283

εb/kT = 8, above which the NP motion decouples from the284

dynamical structural relaxation of polymer subchains. Fur-285

thermore, due to the stochasticity of the active increment286

process, the ballistic motion is of finite duration: Even at287

the highest driving force fsp/ f0 = 100, as shown in Fig. 3,288

the NP leaves its ballistic propagation regime and crosses289

FIG. 3. (a) Averaged mean square displacements of a NP dif-
fusing in a stiff polymer network with εb/kT = 8, at varying
self-propelling forces of the NP. (b) Power exponent, indicating
subdiffusion as shown by the black straight dashed lines in the
intermediate time regime of (a), plotted against the self-propelling
force. Here nm = 0.80 and nCL = 0.026.

over to a subdiffusive regime. The timescale at which the 290

constraining effect of the stiff network disturbs the ballistic 291

NP motion can be shortened, by softening the network chains, 292

as shown in Fig. 4(a). Hence, the duration of the ballistic 293

motion (persistence time) of the NP is an increasing function 294

of network stiffness. This effect is opposite to the results for 295

passive NPs where mobility is a monotonically decreasing 296

function of network stiffness [see Fig. 4(b)]. Thus there is a 297

FIG. 4. Mean square displacements of (a) an active NP with
fNP/ f0 = 100 and (b) a passive NP with fNP/ f0 = 0, diffusing in
networks of various degrees of stiffness. The insets display the power
exponents as shown by the maroon straight dashed lines in the short-
time regime, which is diffusive (γ = 1) for passive particles and
nearly ballistic (γ ≈ 2) for driven particles. The monomer density
nm = 0.80 and the CL density nCL = 0.026.

002500-4
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FIG. 5. Averaged autocorrelation functions of the Rouse modes
of network chains on different length scales and at various degrees
of chain stiffness. Here N = 512 is the length of individual polymer
chains, and the minimum mesh size of polymer network, i.e., the
polymer subchain contour length between two neighboring cross-
links, is at lcr

sub = N
P = 16, nm = 0.80, and nCL = 0.026.

clear cooperative effect, a positive feedback, between stiffness298

of the network and the NP self-propelling force.299

B. Interaction of active NPs with polymer networks300

To correlate the structural relaxation spectrum of polymer301

chains to the trapping effect of polymer subchains on the302

NP, we perform a Rouse mode analysis for the relaxation303

dynamics of polymer chains in the network [38]. The pth304

Rouse mode is computed as305

X p(t ) =
(

2

N

)1/2 N∑
i=1

ri cos

[
pπ

N

(
i − 1

2

)]
. (7)

The averaged autocorrelation functions 〈X p(t ) · X p(0)〉/〈X 2
p〉306

are presented in Fig. 5. In the Rouse mode analysis, the307

pth mode corresponds to the structural relaxation of a sub-308

chain containing (N − 1)/p monomers, while the p = 0 mode309

corresponds to the center of mass of the entire chain. In310

the case of a polymer network consisting of flexible chains,311

i.e., εb/kT = 1 [Fig. 5(a)], the conformations of subunits of312

contour lengths shorter than the cross-linking length lcr = 16313

are relaxing. On length scales beyond lcr, however, such a314

relaxation is hindered by the presence of the (permanent)315

cross-links of the polymer network. These networks are un-316

able to trap a NP, as long as its size remains smaller than the317

mesh size lcr, since the structural relaxation of polymer sub-318

chains occasionally opens a gate to release the NP. Increasing319

the chain stiffness, we find the minimum unrelaxed structure320

of polymer subchains shifts to shorter length scales due to the321

presence of entanglements of polymer strands among cross-322

links. In the case of εb/kT = 8, the polymer subchains relax323

only on length scales comparable to or smaller than the NP324

size, while their structure is physically frozen on relatively325

larger length scales; the polymer chains thereby have the326

ability to arrest the motion of a passive NP.327

FIG. 6. Viscoelastic property of polymer networks at various
degrees of chain stiffness: (a) stress relaxation moduli of the poly-
mer network and (b) corresponding storage and loss moduli. Here
nm = 0.80 and nCL = 0.026.

The trapping effect that constrains a NP inside a stiff poly- 328

mer network is a result of the NP’s inability to elastically 329

deform the surrounding polymer chains that form its cage 330

for a sufficiently long time that its entropic fluctuations find 331

an opening. In order to investigate the mechanism that is 332

responsible for the trapping effect of polymer subchains on 333

the NP, we compute both the elastic and viscous moduli of the 334

network. In the simulations, the pressure tensor is computed 335

as a six-element vector. The six components of the vector are 336

ordered σxx, σyy, σzz, σxy, σxz, and σyz. The equation for the 337

I and J components (where I and J = x, y, z) is given by a 338

combination of the kinetic energy tensor and the virial tensor 339

σIJ =
∑NB

k mkvkIvkJ

V
+

∑NB
k rkI fkJ

V
, (8)

where NB gives the number of all particles including NPs and 340

monomers contained in the system and V is the system vol- 341

ume. Here rKI and fkI are the Ith elements of the position and 342

force vector of the kth particle, respectively. The virial term, 343

which includes energy contributions except for the kinetic 344

energy as given by the first term, is the sum of contributions 345

of pair and bond interactions to the force on individual beads. 346

The computed tensors for the stress relaxation modulus are 347

stored after the system converges to equilibrium. We first com- 348

pute the stress relaxation modulus G(t ). There is a standard 349

protocol of relating G(t ) to the stress autocorrelation function 350

S (t ) of the off-diagonal elements of the system’s stress tensor, 2351

based on the Green-Kubo relation [39–41]

3

352

G(t ) = V

3kBT
[〈σxy(t )σxy(0)〉 + 〈σyz(t )σyz(0)〉

+ 〈σxz(t )σxz(0)〉], (9)

with σxy, σyz, and σxz the off-diagonal elements of the system 353

tensor. As revealed in Fig. 6, the plateau modulus at large 354

lag times in G(t ) for relatively flexible polymer chains, with 355

εb/kT = 1 and 2, arises due to the unrelaxed cross-linking 356

structure of the permanent network. By contrast, the unrelaxed 357

structure of the network due to dense entanglements of stiff 358
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polymer chains, with εb/kT = 4 and 8, results in plateaus at359

smaller timescales. We then compute the complex modulus360

G∗(ω), the Fourier transform of the stress relaxation function361

G(t ), with the storage (elastic) modulus G′(ω) and loss (vis-362

cous) modulus G′′(ω) given by the real and imaginary parts363

364

G∗(ω) = G′(ω) + iG′′(ω), (10)

where ω = 2π/t is the angular frequency. The results of365

G′(ω) = Gp + ω

∫ ∞

0
[G(t ) − Gp] sin(ωt )dt,

G′′(ω) = ω

∫ ∞

0
[G(t ) − Gp] cos(ωt )dt,

(11)

where Gp is the plateau modulus, are shown in Fig. 6(b). The366

figures reveal the polymer network of flexible chains: at high367

frequencies, Rouse-like characteristics of a transition state368

between sol and gel phases, with G′ ≈ G′′, and at low frequen-369

cies, elasticity-dominated gel characteristics, with G′ 	 G′′.370

However, the polymer network is elasticity dominated and371

gel-like in the full range of frequencies for sufficiently stiff372

polymer chains, εb/kT = 4 or 8.373

The strong elastic gel characteristics of stiffer networks374

imply that the self-propelling NP forcing is primarily resisted375

by the elastic restoring force of the deformed polymer strands,376

more so than the viscous drag force of the network. Further-377

more, in the “wake” of the NP increment, there is a propensity378

for the stiff chains to tend to align with the direction of previ-379

ous increments, while permanent cross-links are compressed380

along the leading edge of the NP increment and build up an381

elastic restoring force [42]. This nonequilibrium deformation382

induces a bias for the NP to recoil, once the stored elastic383

network stress exceeds the NP self-propulsion force, prefer-384

entially along the path of those previous increments. Over385

whatever timescale it takes for this anisotropic deformation386

and stress to accumulate and exceed the NP propulsion force,387

the NP recoils, biased by the anisotropy in the network align-388

ment and stress. To visualize the mobility patterns of a passive389

or active NP in stiff versus flexible polymer networks, we plot390

the NP increment time series along each of the x, y, and z axes,391

as shown in Fig. 7(a). There is essentially zero mobility of a392

passive NP in a sufficiently stiff polymer network, whereas393

an active NP is visibly mobile for a high self-propelling force394

fsp/ f0 = 100. Furthermore, the active NP reverses direction395

on timescales of several increments, reflecting the buildup of396

an elastic restoring force from the nonequilibrium deforma-397

tion of the stiff network that exceeds the NP’s self-propelling398

force, persisting until the stored stress relaxes. As sketched in399

Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), the elastic rebound phenomenon observed400

in a stiff polymer network with G′ 	 G′′ is absent for the same401

self-propelled NP in a flexible polymer network, where the402

elastic and viscous moduli are comparable, G′ ≈ G′′.403

C. Tubelike channel404

Contrary to the motion of a passive particle that is driven by405

thermal fluctuations, active NPs with a sufficiently large self-406

propelling force fsp > ftrap deform the surrounding polymer407

subchains to align in its wake with the direction of its previous408

increment, which is the direction of the self-propelling force.409

FIG. 7. Mobility patterns of active and passive NPs. (a) One-
dimensional trajectories of passive ( fsp/ f0 = 0) and active ( fsp/ f0 =
100) NP positions in flexible (εb/kT = 1) and stiff (εb/kT = 8)
polymer networks. The dashed gray lines in the middle panel are
plotted to show U-turn moments of active NPs diffusing in a stiff
polymer network. Here nm = 0.80 and nCL = 0.026. (b) Sketch of
an active NP randomly diffusing in a viscoelastic network consisting
of flexible polymer chains. (c) Sketch of an active NP diffusing and
rebounding in an elastic gel-like network consisting of stiff polymer
chains. 4

This actions of the network and the NP occur on a timescale 410

shorter than the structural relaxation time of the subchains 411

and thus the NP motion is uncoupled from the structural 412

relaxation. During this time, the network’s elastic and viscous 413

moduli resist the NP, while the self-propelled NP is driving 414

the network out of equilibrium as it deforms chains. In this 415

process, stiffer networks store more deformational stress and 416

are more prone to induce chain alignment along the path of the 417

NP, while energy is lost due to the viscous drag on the NP. In 418

flexible polymer networks, polymer strands surrounding the 419

NP are easily displaced by the advancing NP and the viscous 420

drag force is the dominant resistance to the NP motion. As a 421

result, the NP trajectory resembles a three-dimensional diffu- 422

sion due to random collisions with surrounding monomers. 423

However, inside a stiff polymer network, fluctuations per- 424

pendicular to the increments of the NP are suppressed by 425

the bending resistance of the polymer strands. Thus, once a 426

threshold driving force is passed, the NP-network interaction 427

establishes an effective local tubelike channel for the NP mo- 428

tion with its instantaneous moving direction along the path of 429

the previous few increments. The self-propelling NP’s motion 430

in the tubelike channel is similar to the directional motion of 431

self-propelled stiff filaments that are confined to move along 432

the path of their contour lengths in crowded environments 433

[43]. 434

To explore the existence of a tubelike channel for the su- 435

perdiffusive motion of a self-propelling NP in stiff polymer 436

networks, the time-dependent averaged autocorrelation func- 437

tions of the NP’s velocity and position vectors are computed 438

as 439

gvel(t ) = 〈|ex(t )ex(0) + ey(t )ey(0) + ez(t )ez(0)|〉,
gcor (t ) = 〈|ux(t )ux(0) + uy(t )uy(0) + uz(t )uz(0)|〉, (12)

with (ex, ey, ez ) and (ux, uy, uz ) the unit vectors of the NP 440

velocity and position increment, respectively. Note that our 441

aim here is to detect the dimensionality of the NP’s motion, 442
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FIG. 8. Averaged autocorrelation functions of the unit vectors of
(a) velocity and (b) position of an active (inactive) NP diffusing in a
flexible (stiff) polymer network. Here nm = 0.80 and nCL = 0.026.5

without distinguishing between opposite directions of the vec-443

tors in the correlation computations. That is why absolute444

values are used in the above correlation functions. With the445

absolute value being considered, the dot product of two unit446

vectors remains invariant if we replace the angle between the447

two vectors, θ , by π − θ . Theoretically, the autocorrelation448

function should converge to 0.5 at very large timescales when449

the memory is lost completely. The corresponding results450

are shown in Fig. 8: The autocorrelation functions of driven451

NPs inside stiff networks decay significantly slower when452

compared to driven NPs in flexible networks or to passive453

NPs. This implies that the superdiffusive motion of the NP454

persists longer in sufficiently stiff networks, supporting the455

tubelike network deformation induced by sufficiently strong456

self-propelling force of the NP. Note that the trajectory of457

a self-propelling NP in a stiff polymer network after every458

rebouncing does not match completely its moving route prior459

to the turning point, since the elastic stretching interaction460

between the NP and polymer chains does not perfectly align461

with the NP velocity due to the NP’s viscous interaction462

with polymer network; therefore, the NP’s one-dimensional463

to and fro movement resembles a zigzag. In flexible networks,464

the nonequilibrium deformations induced by active NP incre-465

ments quickly decorrelate as those network length scales relax466

rapidly.467

IV. CONCLUSION468

In summary, our investigation shows that the transport469

efficiency of an active particle inside a dense polymer net-470

work increases with the chain stiffness. This counterintuitive 471

behavior is ascribed to a one-dimensional ballistic motion 472

through a tubelike channel, confined by the surrounding poly- 473

mer strands that remain unrelaxed on the timescale the active 474

particle pushes through. Contrary to that, inside a flexible net- 475

work, the same active particle undergoes a three-dimensional 476

Brownian motion that reduces its propagation efficiency. At 477

a given self-propelling force, the persistence length of the 478

NP’s ballistic motion increases with the chain stiffness of the 479

polymer network. Our Rouse mode analysis and the stress re- 480

laxation moduli confirm that a stiffening of the polymer chains 481

makes the polymer network rather gel-like with stronger 482

contribution of elasticity. For a NP in such a network, the 483

tension it exerts onto the confining polymer strands induces 484

an elasticity-dominated resistance which may eventually re- 485

verse the direction of the particle’s motion, while at the same 486

time any propagation into directions perpendicular to the self- 487

propelling force is hindered by the resistance from unrelaxed 488

polymer subchains on length scales comparable to or shorter 489

than the NP size, resulting in the NP’s one-dimensional to 490

and fro motion pattern. Inside a flexible polymer network, 491

however, the particle collides randomly with monomers, and 492

in the absence of elastic contributions, the effective forces 493

acting on the particle are viscous and dissipative, causing the 494

NP to exhibit an effective three-dimensional isotropic Brow- 495

nian motion. The investigation of autocorrelation functions 496

of the active walker’s position and velocity vectors confirms 497

the increased persistence of ballistic motion inside stiff net- 498

works. While the fast decay of these correlation functions of 499

a self-propelled particle resembles that of a passive Brownian 500

walker in flexible networks, these correlation functions dis- 501

play a slower decay when the active particle propagates in stiff 502

networks. Our study has shed light on the correlation between 503

the viscous and elastic properties of polymer networks and 504

the propagation of self-propelled particles therein, providing 505

theoretical and computational insights into a goal-driven de- 506

sign of synthetic nanomotors in crowded environments. Given 507

that the rigidity of polymer chains can be modified by simply 508

tuning temperature and/or water content, this study offers di- 509

rectives for a cellular level drug delivery in biological systems 510

[44–49]. 511
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